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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

Ron Abbey, - four years editor of Morocco Bound,
remains a frequent contributor, notably this year (Vol.
13, No. 1) on the need for a comprehensive dictionary
of bookbinding terms. At sea or managing ships for
most of his life until 1968, he has since been bookseller,
book distributor, publisher and author of naval his-
tories. He works in his home bindery at Glenquarry on
the NSW Southern Tablelands.

James Brockman was apprenticed as finisher in Ox-
ford, studied under Ivor Robinson at Odord Polytech-

nic 1968-73, and worked with Sydney Cockerell at
Cambridge. He started his own workshop L976. Art
Fellow, University of Wales, Greglmog, 1982-83; first
visiting lecturer, Institute of Fine Binding and Book
Conservation, Humanities Research Centre, Univer-
sity of Texas. President, Designer Binders, 1985-87. He
visited Australia this year, sponsored by the British
Council, to lecture and teach and open the exhibition
of contemporary bindings in Canberra.
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Two of England's best known binders, Bemard Mid-
dleton and lames Brockman, have tied kangaroo leather
at the invitation of Morocco Bound and, using English
calf as the compaison, have found it most satisfactory.
The trial idea arose in paft from repofts that a number of
French binders were using kangaroo for repair work with
escellent results.

Two skins from different tanneies were selected for
the English tial. One was an undyed vegetable tanned
skin from Pakinson and Mann, Botany, NSW. The other
was a dyed skin form the Paker Tannery, Narangba,

Queensland. Although dyed, the Packer skin had been

pressed but not finished. The two samples were lypical of
the kind of leather available to Australian binders from a
range of tanneies. The repofts of the wo binders are

published below, with photographs taken in James
B rockm an's Oxfordshire b in dery.

Bernard Middleton
I was happy to be given the opportunity to use

kangaroo leather for the first time, and although I had
expected to encounter problems, in the event I had
virtually none.

Both the undyed and the brown skins worked well
in that I had no trouble with the paring-knife or the
spokeshave, both took spirit stain well, moulding was
good and corner-mitring was quite satisfactory. I do
think, though, that I would have had trouble stretching
the leather sufficiently to form it over very prominent
raised bands on an early book.

When it came to gold tooling, I achieved good,
sharp impressions with both egg and BS glaire. The
undyed leather did not darken satisfactorily when blind
tooled dry, but did so when moistened.

The undyed skin has the less attractive appearance,
and at first I though it might be pigmented, but it turned
out to be quite absorbent. Both have very good, hide-

Pig.2
Paring undyed kangaroo with knife.

MOROCCO BOUND

LEADING BINDERS PUT KANGAROO TO THE TEST

A Comparison with English Calf

like tearing strength and I imagine a hard wearing
surface.

I have no knowledge of the chemistry of the leather,
but apart from that I would be happy to use it, on
suitable occasions, for restoration purposes.

James Brockman
Your editor supplied me with two kangaroo skins

and asked me to do a comparison with English calf. I
found that in all areas the kangaroo behavedjust as well
as the calf and, in fact, in some areas it was better.

I found it necessary to board the kangaroo, as I do with
calf, to soften it before paring (Fig. 1).
Edge paring, with a knife, was quite straightforward
and presented no problems (Fig. 2).
All the leathers spokeshaved well, the parings coming
off in long strips and not as fine, dry dust as with some
leathers (Fig. 3).
Equally, the leather paring machine worked well on all
three skins (Fig. +).

Fig. r
Boarding calf to soften for paring.

Fig.3
Paring dyed kangaroo with spokeshave.
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Fig.4
Paring dyed kangaroo with paring machine.

Tear test. L to R: calf, ,"fi:;tu""r"r.", dyed kangaroo.

A tear test on samples, each 0.8mm thick, showed the
dyed kangaroo to be the strongest of the three with the
longest fibres. The calf was second strongest and the
fair kangaroo the weakest (Fig. 5).
The leather behaved equallywell when damped, pasted
and moulded (Fig. 6). The fair kangaroo, as expected,
stained slightly after wetting.
Blind tooling worked well on all three, particularly
when damped. The impression was sharp and quite
dark.
The gold tooling was equally successful (Fig. 7).
For tooling a variety of preparations was tried: parch-
ment size on each leather, a paste wash, and no treat-

SECTIONS
In 1982 the NSW Guild made its first excursion into
publishing - Building Purulia, a handprinted reproduc-
tion of an essay by W. Hardy Wilson, on handmade
paper. It was not easy to bind, but it was an excellent
publication.
In 1989 through a stroke of good fortune the Guild
came by a copy of Harrild's 1892 catalogue, and with
the help of Sydney Technical College set out to produce
copies of ,A.4 final size on archival paper. It was still a
thin book (56 pp) but it sold well. Almost no copies
remain out of the 250 print run after 90 were sold to Oak
Knoll Press (USA).
For 1993 the first thought was a collection of Best of
How To articles fr om M o roc c o B ou n d mainly Vol. 8 No.
1 forward. It would have been about 160 A5 pages.
Several members, however, thought it was risky as most
likely buyers (members) already had Morocco Bound

Fig.7
Cold tooling on undyed kangaroo.

ment to the leather. BS glaire was used for the gold. The
areas treated with parchment size were slightly better
as it gave the leathers a more durable surfaceand the
glaire stain was less obvious.
Water and spirit based dyes were tried on all three
leathers successfully.
The ph of all three leathers was about 5.
Editor's note: Samples of the three leather, blind and
gold tooled by James Brockman, have been placed in
the library at the NSW Guild's Ralph Lewis Workshop,
Rozelle. They are labelled to show the effect of tooling
on dry and damp leather, and of paste wash and parch-
ment size.

TO BIND
and would not want the articles separately. Further, the
articles were disjointed in style and context, leaving
some aspects uncovered and others covered in conflict-
ing ways.
So instead, the NSW Guild will be producing another
surprise publication (to be announced in Morocco
Bound Vol. 13 No.4) but for the moment would like to
hear if members of other Guilds would be interest in a
'How To' venture for say 1995. The price, it is hoped,
would be kept under $20. The publication would cer-
tainly be 250 pages.
Please tell Michael Mathew (02) 498 3522 or clo NSW
Guild, if you would be interest in this or have something
else to suggest. It is hard to find new sections to bind at
prices like this.

M.M.

Fig.6
Moulding dyed kangaroo on trial corner.
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WILLIAM MOFFITT, THE
There are, so far as I know, only three published sources
of biographical data describing the richest bookbinder
that ever lived. Those books are: The Memoial Book of
Fellowship,published by this writer through the A.B.A.
(Australian Booksellers Association); the house history
of W.C. Penfold Pty Ltd, the long-established printer
and stationers; and a newly published history of the
Independent Order of Odd Fellows by Geoffrey
Blainey.

Broadly these 'lives' agree. Some minor details
differ, but this was William Moffitt: born in Liverpool,
England (c) 1802, he became a bookbinder having,
apparently, served a trade apprenticeship (then seven
years). He appears to have celebrated his journeyman
status by engaging in the theft of some tea. That might
have been a caddy-full or the contents of a teaclipper's
Number 2lower hold. Whatever the extent of his crime
he was sentenced to seven years' transportation.

NB: The nominal sentence of transportation hod
longbeen faed at seven yeors. It matched that of appren-
ticeship: It was considered rehabilitative. Before the late
eighteenth century, judgements neglected to cite the des-
tination of the convict. Stoies reached London of mas-
sacres of corrict-ship loads of helpless men and women.
They had been dumped on the savage West Afican coast
sans clothes, sans fooQ sans everything. Public outcry led
to destinations being defined pior to embarkqtion. It
must be stressed that the great numbers sentenced to
tronsportation, especially after the loss of the Nonh
Anteican colonies, caused English gaols to ove(low and
for epidemics to wipe out both captors and captives in the
pisons ond aboard the hulks moored in the River
Thumes. Wlliam Mffitt, like many other convicts, had
already sened four yeors in those early concentration
camps and woulQ like many have welcomed entbarko-
tion day. Epidemics aside, and sltipboard cortditiorts
were a latge improvement on the fever-idden hulks.

Moffitt Ianded in Sydney in either 1824 or 1827.
Certainly, he married Miss MaryAnne Galliott there in
1827. The voyage out would have taken almost a year.
In any case, his sentence served, Moffitt opened a shop
at 8 King Street as a bookbinder, stationer, printer and
engraver. The ABA have him 'plegged'as a bookseller
as well, but the high cost of entering that trade makes it
unlikely at that stage of his life.

After trading for three years in King Street, he
opened a bookshop at 23 Pitt Street in 1833. This was
known as the London Book and General Stationery
Warehouse. There he sold contemporary and classical
literature, school books, foreign-language texts and pe-
riodicals. To help pay the rent, he leased the back ofthe
premises to a William Nash who conducted a Rat Pit.
Rat, cock and dog fights as well as boxing and wrestling
matches were held there, abetted by the gambling hoi
polloi of Sydney Town.

It was a time when there was no social security and
Iro mgans of insuring against illness, poverty or age. A
long lasting illness could wreak endless hardship upon
a breadwinner and his family. Taking up the pattern of
the friendly societies fostered by the Co-bperative
Movement in the north of England, William- Moffitt
founded in 1836 the Australian Grand Lodge of the

RICHEST BOOK BINDER
Independent Order of Odd Fellows.

In return for a few pence each week, a member who
fell sick and was unable to work received 20 shillings a
week (about half a week's pay for a skilled worker then).
The sick member of his family also had the privilege of
obtaining medical advice and medicine from the Syd-
ney Dispensary. If death resulted a paid funeral and a
cash sum (to pay for mourning clothes) followed.In the
language of the time, their special task was to wipe the
tears from the orphan's eye and to cheer the widow,s
aching bosom. The first Lodge of this splendid institu-
tion was a rented room in the white Horse Inn on 24th
February 1836. The licensee was one George Watkins,
better known to the clientele as 'Brother'Walkins.

As Geoffrey Blainey describes, it must have been
diflicult in the colony in those days to detect where
respectability began, ended or even existed. But no
student of the colony's history could doubt that inten-
tions were ever democratic and egalitarian even when
rudelyworded. Membership of the I O O F is now over
200,000: its assets are worth more than $2.4 billion. This
'respectability'has been hard won though. Even terms
such as'free'man needed to be amended to'virtually
free' man or indeed the very founder of the movement,
an ex-convict, might have been barred. But if in penal,
colonial and English law all men werenor equal, att Oda
Fellows were.

Joseph Fowles in his wonderful, panoramic study
of Sydney's streets wrote, 'The public- spirited
proprietor, Mr Moffitt, deserves great credit for the
liberality with which he has contributed towards or-
namenting the city'. Probably Moffitt's proudest mo-
ment came when, just before embarking on a Grand
Tour of England - the country which he had last seen
as a felon in chains - he was dined and feted by his
fraternal Odd Fellows and city officials. Afterwards
they hired a steam packet, decorating it with flags and
bunting (as well as the Odd Fellows' own banner). As
his ship was towed off the wharf it was escorted to the
Heads by a waving, cheering crowd aboard the steam
packet singing patriotic (and other) songs to the accom-
paniment of a brass band. It was 23rd March 1842 and
Moffitt was forty years old.

The Odd Fellows soon became known for their
generosity, humaneness and public spirit. Distressed
immigrants received small cash sums. The first public
statue in this country was that of Sir Richard Burke, a
well known defender of civil liberties and the rights of
ex-convicts. It was erected and paid [or, in part, by the
Odd Fellows.It stands outside the NSW State Library.

The first Grand Master of the Odd Fellows was
away for almost two years. On his return in 1844, Moffitt
ordered the construction of a block of four shops in Pitt
Street, near King Street, adjoining the Liverpool Arms
Hotel. One became his most famous bookshop. Crowds
came to inspect his stock, the fittings and the plate-glass
windows. Leading citizens, even a real gentry, bought
his imported books and periodicals. Moffitt published
almanacs (now keenly sought by collectors and
libraries) and pirated a little, all to keep his presses and
binders busy. And busy they stayed.

Much of Moffitt's personality and his values flowed
into the democratic and well-managed order of Odd

MOROCCO BOUND
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CORRESPONDENCE

ment (shops had no regulatory hours; staff could be
worked until they dropped). Shops then had to close at
7pm. He tried, unsuccessfully, to have the Landlord and
fenant Act amended so that landlords could, eventual-
ly, recover overdue rents.

Bv 1874 his health deteriorated and he sold his
business interests to his manager, T.R. Yeo. On 30th
July that year, Moffitt died. In 1886 Yeo sold out to
W.C. Penfold.

There have been varying estimates of Moffitt's es-

tate. Professor Blainey quotes 230,000 pounds sterling
but the ABA Memoial Book records, 'His estate was
sworn at five hundred thousand pounds'. To present
either sum in todays equivalent a factor or 20 or 30
would be roughly appropriate. Either result would still
exceed the estate left by any bookbinder or bookseller
in Australia, or anywhere else for that matter.

Ron Abbey

Fellows. Shortly after his return from Europe, the lodge
launched its own, but high-priced, literary jo:urnal,The

Quanerly Magaztne, available from all booksellers. The
first issue announced that two-thirds of the profit from
monies invested by the lodge, over 2,000 pounds, had
been donated to social services.

Another lodge was begun at the Daniel O'Connell
Inn at Windsor, after which the members of all three
Sydney lodges marched behind a brass band headed by
banners, one inscribed 'Faith, Hope and Chaity'.They
attended a service at St Matthew's and then went to
dine'with festive hilarity'back at the Daniel O'Connell
Inn.

William Moffitt, bookbinder, engraver, stationer,
publisher, printer and bookseller but also democrat,
philanthropist and much-loved citizen would sit outside
his shop on fine evenings yarning with his customers
and friends. His nights were occupied by some civic
duty or another. He sponsored the Early Closing Move-

Future of Australian Binding Exhibition
Dear Editor,

The Australian Exhibition of Contemporary Bind-
ing which opened at the National Library, Canberra, on
5th March was once again well organised and once
again run by the Canberra Guild.

The exhibition has always been organised and held in
Canberra. Isn't it about time the NSW Guild hosted this
event? The NSW Guild has the largest membership in
Australia and the expertise to organise such a showing.

It is important that his exhibition be retained as a
regular event, but we should not rely on the efforts of
just one Guild. There is no suggestion the exhibition
should be taken away from Canberra permanently. In
the future it could perhaps be hosted by the different
Guilds in turn, and possiblyeach exhibition could travel
to various locations throughout Australia.

The exhibition is vital to the life of binding in this
country. It makes an occasion to bring Australian
binders together and gives a showcase for their work.
At the same time it attracts bindings from other
countries, a stimulus to the craft in Australia.

Wayne Stock
National Street,

Rozelle, NSW.

A Yaluable Guide
Dear Editor,

I wish to thank John Stimson for judging our Syd-
ney R.A.S. Show bindings. His marking scale is clear
and a valuable guide for future work. These are the
technical steps required to complete a binding suitable
for exhibition. (Morocco Bound Vol. 13 No. 2).

This is a rare offering and merits study. Many of us
complete a course of instruction. We are then on our
own to produce good, bad or indifferent work. Some
benefit from the occasional specific class, lecture or
demonstration but receive little critical assessment.
One can become an isolated worker of limited skills and
outlook. Praise often stems from ignorant observers
and contributes little. I have always hoped for critical

constructive appraisal not admiration. It is seldom
given.

John Stimson's making scale will be hung on the
wall of my bindery as a much appreciated guide. We
exhibit in the R.A.S. to support on Guild and to show
the public examples of an old skilled craft. To master
just one point of this scale is a challenge. Conquer the
ten and you could be the R.A.S. Binding Champion!

Enid Street
Highland Ridgel

Middle Cove, NSW2068.

Bill Tomlinson
Dear Editor,

I always read with delight and activities of fellow
craftsmen down under, and enjoyed the May 1992 issue.
Unfortunately, Terry Baker's comments about Bill
Tomlinson are outdated, as Bill died a short time ago;
I am unsure as to whether or not his widow, Dorothy,
will continue the business. [Bookcraft Supplies at Mel-
lor, near Stockport, Cheshire.l

To a lesser eKent, our shop (which sells retail) also
has older fabrics as we tend to buy-out goods. While
this is impractical to send overseas, we can try to match
older cloths and even marbled papers as we have a few
hundred sheets of the old German shiny litho-paper on
hand. We stock and sell small quantities of European
bookcloths from Van Heek Scholco in Holland, and sell
a wonderful calf in I, II and III qualities at $U.S.12.10,
and $8 per foot.

Sam Ellenport
Harcourt Bindery
51 Melcher Street

Boston. Mass. 02210, USA

Editor's note.'The June National Newsletter of Britain's
Society of Bookbinders pays tribute to Bill Tomlinson's
work in helping to found the society, of which he was
the hrst honorary member. He died from a heart attack
on 29th March, aged75.
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FRENCH HEADBANDS . PART 2

A Workshop with John Tonkin
In the last issue of Morocco Bound, Part I of this article
descibed the sewing stitch and colour change operation
using o telephone directory, broom straw and mending
threads for simplicity. The desciption is now completed
in Pan 2 using a sectioned boolg flexible batonettes and
silk threads.
Sewn headbands can, of course, be used on many dif-
ferent styles of bindings. However, they are usually only
sewn on laced-in bindings because of the time involved
in making them.

With the laced-in binding, the boards are cut to size

with a booksquare large enough to accommodate the
headband, with some clearance for the headcap. The
cords are affixed to the boards at their ends only. This
allows the boards to be slipped down so that the edges

are flush with head or tail as the case may be. (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1

The booksquare required will be greater than the
thickness of the covering material at the headcap, plus,
for a headband lying at 45o, two-thirds the sum of the
batonette diameters plus three times thread thickness.
Conversely, for a given booksquare, the size of the
batonette can be calculated. In practice it is difficult to
obtain a booksquare less than 2toZ.Smmwith a head-
band laid back at 45o. Traditionally silk threads of
approximately 0.15mm thickness are used.

It is possible to buy hollow rolled paper batonettes
in a wide range of diameters. However these tend to
fatigue and break on a flexible spine, and a flexible
batonette is preferable.

To make a flexible batonette, take Japanese paper
in the order of 15 to 20 grams and cut a strip 15 cm or
so long by Zto2.Scmwide. Cut a sewing thread several
centimetres longer than the paper. Pull the thread
through p.v.a., wipe off the excess p.v.a. and affix it to
the long edge of the Japanese paper. When dry, cut off
the excess thread and apply a strip (3 to 4mm) of p.v.a.
mix on the opposite long side. (Fig. 2).

cut I

cut off excess
sewin8 thread 

-

z/ ? . , z/a. a . / / . / 4a

3 to 4mm strip P.V.A.

Place the assembly on a non-skid surface (non-
glazed paving stone or a cutting mat) with the thread
parallel to and several centimetres away from the edge.
Use a very flat pressing board or metal plate to roll the
assembly: balance the board or plate with the palms of
the hands on the edge of the stone and push down and
away in the one sweeping motion (Fig. 3). Various
thicknesses of batonettes may be obtained by using
different thread thicknesses and paper widths.

To start
Line the spine with light muslin.
Choose three colours ofthreads: twowill become the bead core

threads and one the winding thread. Thread the bead core threads
through a needle and take them through the first text block section
(for an average book) below the kettle stitch. Tie on the winding
thread and temporarily affix the knot to the spine with adhesive tape
about 1cm below the exit point (fig. 4).

Two colours for
bead core

Kettle
stitch

Fig.4
Cut two batonettes several centimetres longer than the width

of the book. (Note that it is not necessary to have them the same
diameter, one may be larger than the other to give an interesting
effect). Place the first one on the book and make the first winding
and bead knot (Fig.5). Pull tight in opposite directions parallel to
the batonette as before.

Fig.5
To bettersecure thisvery first winding loop the winding thread

horizontally back under the batonette over the bead and under the
batonette again to the rear (fig. 6). Pull tight. The batonette should
be firmly attached.

C
Fig.2

?5

cord

Board orplate balanced on edge
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Fig.6
Place on the second batonette. Bring the winding thread over

the top of the first batonette (i.e. between first and second) and then
back around the top batonette to make two windings on the toP

batonette. Now make the bead knot (Fig. 7). The first two windings
are now complete.

Fig.7
Continue to make the third winding and after making the bead

knot, tie down. To do this, position the assembly in its correct place
on the book so that the top of the first winding on the top batonette
is in line with the centre line of the back board (Fig. 8). The needle
should take the winding thread through the text block directly under
the third winding. Do not pull this tie-down hard dovrn; Ieave it a

little loose.

Fig.8
Bend and form the batonette to the round of the spine in the

area of the windings and a little further on. Do this progressively
from now on.

Winding Tcchniquc
Up to this stage the readerwill have thought it desirable to have

two extra hands. However, the assembly is now firmly affixed and the
sewing will progress quickly from this point on using the following
technique.

To make the bead knot, hold the bead core threads between
the thumb and forefinger of the left hand, palm upwards. Place in
and hold the winding thread between the ring finger and little finger
of the left hand. Now tum the left hand over (i.e. rotate clockwise)
and cross the index finger of the right hand over the left to hook the
winding thread and take it to the rear to make the bead knot. l,eft
and right hands are now in position to pull on tension in opposite
directions to one another and parallel to the batonettes.

To Flnlsh
To Finish, take the core windings through the text block in the

same relative position as the start (i.e. usually in the centre of the last
text block section). Tie the winding thread to it on the spine, leaving
a little slack.

Scttlng and Packlng

Trim the excess batonettes to within 2 or 3mm of the windings'

Dab a little p.v.a. on the back of the first and last windings to keep

them in place. Remove the adhesive and set the headband in place

with the iop windings angted back at 45o Pack the cavity behind the
lowerwindingswith a length of frayed out hemp cord which hasbeen
saturated with a paste/p.v.a. mix. (fhe reason for leaving a little slack

in the tiedowns will now be apparent). Affix a piece of Japanese
paper over the back of the headband and down the sPine a couple of
centimetres. The headband should now look so (Fig. 9a & b).

Top of first
winding in line
with centre line
of boards

Gap for
headcap
groove

Fig.9a

allowance for
headcap

booksquare

Japanese

paper

Fig.9b
When dry, trim off excess Japanese paper and cut the batonet-

tes back as close as possible to the windings (0.5mm). Paint the
exposed batonettes the same colour as the windings.

Designs
Contemporary designs for headbands are usually asmymetri-

cal. For symmetrical designs, set the headband in place and measure
distances from the inside cornersofthe boardswith dividers tojudge
when to change the pattern. (See Part 1 for the colour change
operation).

Polnts to watch
Tension must be constant throughout to achieve a fine result.

Windings should be firm but tension should not be applied to the
bead knot until after the winding thread is in place next to its
predecessor,

It is better to have a headband which is too short rather than
too long. If it is too long, there will be a bump on the back of the
book.

A gilded head is wlnerable to damage when tying down. The
best way to avoid damage is to remove the book from the press and
halfopen it on the bench to insert the needle.

Conclusion
Two+ore French headbands may appear formidable. How-

ever, once the sewing has been mastered the remainder falls into
place, and the elegant effect on a fine binding is well worth the time
spent on making them.

John Tonklru

--l'-T

hemp packing
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ADHESTVES FOR
Bookbinders require adhesive with properties suitable
for a wide range of applications. For several centuries
they have relied on two natural products, glue and
paste. In the last 60 or 70 years synthetic adhesives have

been produced, so that now the bookbinder is faced
with a much wider range of products and the craft
bookbinder/repairer restorer has quite a problem in
knowing how to handle them.

The problem is intensified as now there is a wide
gap between bulk commercial binders, conservation
binders and those craft binders who bind a few books
out of interest. As an example, with regard to spines,

the trade binder requires an adhesive which has good
tack (stickiness), dries rapidly and is cheap. He is usual-
ly not interested in its condition in 10-50 year's time.

The conservation binder on the other hand needs

a completely reversible adhesive which will be stable for
decades, cost not being of vital importance. For the
hobbyist craft binder it does not matter if an adhesive
is slow to dry, and he may or may not be interested in
reversibility depending on whether he is binding a valu-
able book, or a few ephemeral magazines. He wants a
productwith along shelf life, easyto applyand available
in small quantities.

This article looks at some of the adhesive types

available today to help the binder understand how they
behave the way they do.

Traditional adhesive fall into two classes, paste and
glue.
1. Pastes

These are made from starch obtained from plants
such as wheat, maize, rice, potatoes and tapioca. The
starch is cooked in a relatively large amount of water so

that it shrinks quite a lot when it dries.
Pastes do not form very strong bonds and, as they

penetrate the materials to which they are applied, they
dry slowly. As the water evaporates, the starch
molecules come in contact and stick together with very
weak bonds, so that a film of dry paste is very weak. If
water is applied to the dry paste, the weak bonds are
broken and the paste is restored to its original form;
that is, it is reversible. Pastes are used for adhesion
between leather, paper and board.

Silver star starch paste is considered by conser-
vationists to be a particularly pure, neutral form of
paste which does not discolour with age. However, it is
subject to mould growth in bulk, so it has to be
refrigerated and made frequently in small batches. The
well-known commercial 1066 is stronger and has a

better tack (stickiness). It contains fungicides and other
chemicals which prolong its shelf life, though they can
also affect the paper it is applied to. It can also discolour
after a time, depending on the material it is used on.
2. Glues

Traditional glues are made from animal bones and
skins, so they are protein adhesives. Gelatins fall into

BOOKBINDERS
the same category. They are dissolved in a small amount
of water, and when used hot, penetrate well and set
quite rapidly. However, the pure glue is brittle when
cold, so additives are frequently included to make it
more flexible. These include glycerine, sugar and rub-
ber, which improve the working properties but increase
the rate of mould growth and also cause the glue to
deteriorate more rapidly.

Carpenters' pearl glue is a popular form of animal
glue, but has to be made up regularly in small quantities
as it 'goes ofP quite rapidly. It is used for gluing up the
spine, and in the past it was also used for putting down
endpapers.

Under normal conditions, animal glue is reversible
and remains so for a long time, so it is popular with
conversationists. It is not hard to remove glue from
eighteenth century books by moistening it with flour
paste. If it refuses to come off easily and crumbles into
sandy particles, it is because of the additives. Pearl glue
is also a popular food for silverfish and cockroaches.

Modern glues are products of the polymer in-
dustry, the two most important being polyvinyl acetate
(PVA) and polyethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). They can
be used in the pure state, when they have to be melted
to be applied (hot melt); they can be dissolved in a
solvent, each molecule floating in the solvent as an
individual; or they can be dispersed in water to form a

cold emulsion.
In an emulsion, large numbers of molecules clump

together to float in the water, and the properties of the
emulsion depend on the size of the particles. This is the
common form of PVA used by bookbinders, whereas
the hot melt form of EVA is that used by trade binders
in the so-called. 'perfect' binding of paper-backs and
other books.

The basic material of PVA is single molecules or
monomers of vinyl acetate in the form of a clear liquid.
When this liquid is acted on by a catalyst, or even ultra
violet radiation, the monomers join together to form
polymers, and as they do so, the viscosity increases. As
polymerisation proceeds, the polymer particles in-
crease in size. When polymer particles of appropriate
size are dispersed in water, the familiar white PVA
emulsion is produced. The reason the emulsion is white
is that the particles are large enough to reflect white
light.

When the cold emulsion is brushed on to a surface,
the water evaporates (97Voin21./2hrs) and the particles
touch each other and join up with strongbonds to form
a continuous film. This is called curing. White light can
pass through the film so that the cured, or dry, PVA is
clear and colourless. The remaining3Vo water takes
several weeks to work its way through the cured film,
and as water acts as plasticiser for PVA, the film
remains flexible for a long time. Also, the presence of
water helps to make the PVA more soluble and easier
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to remove. A fully cured PVA film is irreversible in
water, as the bonds between the particles cannot be

broken.
EVA is made in a similar way, but the vinyl

chlorides are polymerised in the presence of ethylene
which is added to the polymerising molecules to form
polyethylene vinyl acetate. The more vinyl acetate
present in the polymer, the more rubbery it is. Like
PVA, it can be used in the emulsion condition, but is
most commonly used in the pure form as a hot melt.

Commercial cold emulsions contain many addi-
tives to modifytheir properties and make them suitable
for book production; in fact, different grades may be
necessary for different types of paper and machinery
for the most economic results.

The additives are stabilisers, water, wetting agents,
biocides to prevent mould growth, and plasticisers to
keep the cured film rubbery and flexible. Some of these
evaporatc slowly so that eventually the film becomes
hard and brittle.

PVA and EVA adhesives will continue to
polymerise very slowly with time, but they are very
stable and inert compared with other adhesives. Light
and ultraviolet radiation will increase the rate of
polymerisation and make them more brittle. They are
not attacked by insects, are strong and flexible and are
easy to apply to a variety of surfaces. On the other hand,
PVAS take a long time to dry, shrink as the water
evaporates, and very difficult to remove and are acidic.
This makes them unsuitable for conservation purposes,
but some grades contain calcium carbonate, giving
them a neutral pH. which is necessary for archival uses.

Other grades contain additives which make them rather
more reversible.

Cold emulsions have a limitcd shelf life of about six
months. After this time, despite the presence of emul-
sifiers, further polymerisation occurs until the emulsion
becomes a rubbery solid mass.

The hot melt EVA is by its nature more flexible
than PVA, so it does not need plasticisers. Its melting
point in the range 6f - 100oC, depends on the degree
of polymerisation. Its sets as soon as it cools down. This
action is reversible, so that it will remelt when heated,
i.e. it is thermoplastic.

Commercial EVAs contain many additions to ad-
just the properties of the paper-paper adhesive bond.
They consist of a resin to increase tack, waxes to in-
crease bulk and lower the melting point and viscosity,
as well as reducing the cost, other resins to promote
wetting, and antioxidants. EVA in its pure form is
readily soluble in alcohol, but the above additives dras-
tically affect its solubility. The commercial hot-melts
are thus extremely difficult to remove, so are not used
by conservationists.

Despite all the additives, EVA creeps under high
stress, so it is not suitable for the spines of heavy books.
If it is used so, it is common for the teK to slide to the

Cancer Warning
Doctors have issued a warning to people who work
with paints, glues and adhesives after a 20 year old
Sydney upholsterer developed cancer following ex-

posure to spray glue.
He became ill after a L5 litre spill of glue - based

on toluene - which he tried to scoop up with his bare
hands.

The hospital found he was suffering potentially
fatal heart muscle inflammation as well as serious
damage to his liver and kidneys, followed three
months later by a cancerous growth on his neck.

Dr. Pausey, in a recent issue of the Australian
Medical Journal, also warned of the hazardous na-

ture of poorly ventilated and confined work spaces.

-Repinted from the Newsletter of the Leathenvorkers
Guild of N.S.l4t.
June McNicol comments: Bookbinders do not use

toluene-based glues. However a mixture of toluene
and hexane is frequently used to remove pressure-
sensitive tapes, though it is not easily available. Ifyou
do tse it, then always use it in a fume cupboard, or
outside with a breeze blowing. Do not get it on the
skin.

bottom of the case, particularly in warm weather, and
the problem can only be partly overcome by reversing
the book so that the text slides to the other end!

The hot melt can be badly affected if repeatedly
heated above the melting point, the solid Iilm becoming
brittle. This is the cause of 'cold crack', when the book
cracks the first time it is opened. Another problem is

that the hot-melt adhesives will not stick to moist sur-
faces, unlike PVAs. If the paper is damp, the melt does
not wet it. Everyone has seen hot-melt spines which
have fallen off in one piece - presumably the melt did
not wet the paper.

Hot-melts have a good shelf life, but a limited life
once melted. It is important to clean the binding
machine carefully as contaminating fresh melt with
aged material can have a very deleterious effect.

At present hot-melts are not considered suitable
for archival work, and are much too difficult for the
craft bookbinder to use.

Hot-melts are difficult to remove from spines be-
cause of their inertness. The most successful method
appears to be to heat the melt with a spatula, or even
the edge of a domestic iron, and scrape off as much as

possible. For sewn books in sections, the remaining
adhesive can be removed by applying a llVo w/v solu-
tion of Klucel G in 3:2 toluene/ethanol. This will soften
the EVA, which can then be lifted off with a probe,
though this is a technique more suited to the conser-
vationist then the general craft bookbinder.

It can be seen that although adhesives have
changed markedly in the last few years, all of them
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present problems of some sort. There is still much to be

said for the craft bookbinder continuing to use tradi-
tional materials, though judicious use of modern
materials can frequently result in a more satisfactory
binding.

SIX TIPS
1. Use pure starch paste for repairing delicate, old

or valuable paper (with Japanese tissue).
2. 1066 may be fine for putting down endpapers of

non-valuable books not intended to last, but
starch paste, perhaps strengthened with a little
PVA, is better for valuable books.

3. Flour paste is traditional and good for leather -
1066 may eventually leave stains.

4. Hot animal or gelatine glue is good for spines of
old books that may have to be rebound.

5. PVA is good for spines of non-valuable books,
but select a grade that is plasticised and is as

close to neutral as possible. (Aquadhere is nol
plasticised and is very brittle when cured).

6. For other general work such as making cloth
cases, PVA is good because it is strong, but it has

such a high tack that glued surfaces cannot be
slid into position. As slip is important with cloth
bindings, add some paste, either 1066 or starch
paste, to make it more slippery. Paste also slows
down the dryng rate and makes the PVA much
easier to handle.

June McNicol

Members who come across type cases may wonder how
the type was distributed in them.

Each carried both capitals and small letters, plus
the special combinations (fl, ft fi, ffi and ffl) and the
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BACK COPIES
We are pleased to supply back copies of Morocco
Bound at $5 each, posted. Check your set now and see
if you need any copies to complete it.
Vol. 8 No. 3/4 comprises a journal and a supplement
(The Canisius College Tool Collection), each counting
as an issue. Vol. 10 No. 4 includes the index of Vols. I
to 10.

Printed copies are in stock of almost all issues from
March 1987 (Vol. 8 No. 1), when the present format
started to evolve). Copies of earlier issues often need
be supplied as photocopies.
Cheque with order, please, to Morocco Bound,P.O.
Box L1.1., Glebe,2037.
Cheques payable to NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders
Inc.

diphthongs (ae, oe), punctuation and spaced (thick,
quad, mids and thins). The layout is traditional and
compositors needed to know it by second nature.

MOROCCO BOUND

HOW COMPOSITORS USED TYPE CASES

Bookbinders rarely use the lower case letters and
usually find that storing totally in alphabetic sequence
is easier.
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In activity associated with the March opening of the
Australian Exhibition of ContemporaryBinding an en-
thusiastic band ofbookbinders spent a sunny Canberra
afternoon being initiated into some of the secrets of
decorated paste papers.

John Tonkin addressed the group under the vine-
covered trellis in Bev Thomas' garden where work
tables were covered in plastic sheets and laden with jars
of water, paste, acrylic colours and brushes. He began
by explaining the importance of the choice of paper
(strong enough to remain intact when wet) and of
noting the grain direction before starting a design; the
effect different grades and types of paper could have
on the end result, particularly relating to penetration of
colour; and the effect gained with changes in the vis-
cosity ofthe paste.

The paste provided was made from plain white
wheat flour - corn flour may also be used - the propor-
tions being one part flour to six parts of water by
volume. The flour is mixed to a smooth paste with a little
of the water, then the remaining water ended gradually,
the mixture brought slowly to the boil while being
stirred constantly and allowed to cook for a few minutes
until it clears. It should be as thick as whipping cream -
more water may be added if necessary - cooled before
use and not kept longer than a few days. In demonstrat-
ing, John first dampened the paper and allowed it to
stretch, and a thin coat of paste was then applied to the
sheet with a wide brush. Acrylic colours were mixed
into small amounts of paste and this colour applied in
overlapping stripes, then gently brushed across the
paper to blend together and produce some astonishing
results.

After the basic colour application, designs may be
achieved by the use of rollers, fingers, brushes,

MOROCCO BOUND

DECORATED PASTE PAPERS

FOUND: A LEATHER SPLITTER

cardboard combs, the base of paper cups - whatever
comes to hand. Friendhelm Pohlmann and Serge Am-
burger experimented with wet pasted paper on a rough
concrete surface, with crumpled paper and with pure
colour spattered on the paste surface then worked into
a design.

John explained how a mirror image of any design
may be obtaine d by laying a treated paper on top of one
already decorated. We were later to see a beautifully
bound book of John's with such a paper covering the
front board, continuing to form the doublure and the
fly leaf, with the mirror image of the design being used
on the back cover similarly.

The next few hours were spent giving free range to
our imaginations and soon the lawn was covered with
our efforts. Bev Thomas produced an air gun and
showed us how to make interesting designs by masking
the paper before spraying with whatever object we
fancied. Twigs, leaves, tufts of grass were put to use. We
were also shown how a crumpled piece of paper,
sprayed obliquity from one side with a base colour,
could produce a magical three dimensional effect.

When our designs were dry, John walked through
the carpet of colour with a cardboard frame which he
used to demonstrate how, by passing the frame over the
design, we could find the most interesting sections.

Generally, the most successful designs resulted
from a fairly simple approach, with an imaginative but
restrained use of colour, patterns, density and light and
shade. The paper becomes curled and dimpled as it
dries but will flattern out again when pasted out on the
article to be covered. It can be waxed with beeswax or
given a polyurethane finish.

Roberta Johnstone.

Suzy Braun, at the request of fellow-members of the
NSW Guild, has searched successfully for a leather
manufacturer willing to split leather for bookbinders.
Not every leather merchant/manufacturer has the right
machine for the job and those who do often have no
interest in splitting leather which comes from another
source.

Mr. Allan McFarlane, of Reynolds Leather and
Handcrafts at Botany, NSW, is willing to do the work.
His machine can take leather in 14 inch widths and he
will charge $50 per hour for the service with a minimum
charge of $50.

Mr. McFarlane wants to provide this service in the
most economical way both in terms of his own time and
his charges. Therefore we must consolidate orders and
have him split a batch every so often rather than ask him
to attend to individual needs.

Suzy has undertaken to organise this and members
of any Australia Guild are welcome to send leather. She
makes these points:

The cost will be divided proportionately.
Very stiff leather must be well boarded to

prevent damage during splitting.
Leather sent for splitting should not be cut from

the flank since the machine is unable to handle wavy
or stretchy leather.

The collection point will be the Ralph Lewis
Workshop, Room 14, the NSW Writers Centre,

Rozelle, for leather delivered in person.
Leather send by post should be addressed to

The NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc., P.O.
Box 111, Glebe, NSW 2037.
Whether delivering by hand or posting it is sug-
gested you roll theleather around a cardboard tube.
Wrap it well and clearly mark it: ATTENTION S.
BRAUN.
The deadline for the first batch to go to Reynolds is
8th October.
Sydney members delivering in person should dis-
cuss cost with Suzy.
Binders sending by post should include payment of
$5 for each piece. It is hoped that this will be suffi-
cient to pay for the splitting and for handling and
postage in returning the leather. The fee may be
adjusted for later batches in the light of experience.

Reynolds are at 13-17 Wilson St., Botany, NSW 2019.
They carry kangaroo and cow hide, both chrome and
vegetable tanned. As Tandy dealers they carry a large
selection of books, dyes, and leather stamping and
carving tools.

D.D.

CORRFfTION
Because of a printing error all pages of the last issue of Morocco
Bound except the first were headed Vol 13, No. I instead of Vol. 13,
No.2.
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NOTES AND QUERIES
Popcorn is the unlikely source of a conservation prob-
lem in North America. The Abbey Newsletter (April
1992) reports: '[t is coming in boxes from book vendors
and audiovisual suppliers who have apparently jumped
on the ecology bandwagon without looking at the route
number. They are trying to get away from Styrofoam....
It is a problem since it makes good food for micro-
organisms, insects and rodents. It also weighs eight
times as much as Styrofoam, according to a 1990 study
by Booklab. If it gets wet it loses all value for packing.
It is more flammable than Styrofoam and costs more...
The corn actually does contain some oil, which might
get on the books if they are not protected by a bag.'
Town of Books: Binders and other booklovers visiting
Britian maywish to put Hay-on-Wye on their itinerary.
This town of books on the Hereford-Wales border had
22 secondhand bookshops at last count, as well as
dealers in old prints and maps and two small hand
binderies. Books dominate the economy of the town,
which draws its immense stocks from libraries around
the world, and has become the largest buyer of books
from the United States. The book trade at Hay was
begun in 1961 by Richard Booth, who filled a former
cinema with books. At another address in Hay he now
runs a shop claimed to have a turnover of more
secondhand books than any other in the world. Last
May saw Hay celebrate its fifth Festival of Literature, a
program of comedy, theatre and musical performances,
conversations, interviews and lecturers coinciding with
a series of masterclasses for young writers.
Bath Museum: The collection of the Museum of Book-
binding at Bath, England, has been set on an altered
course since visitors late in 1.991 were told it would go
to a new permanent home in Japan (Morocco Bound
Vol. 17. No. 1). The June newsletter of the Society of
Bookbinders reports that most of the core collection
has been 'compressed and so designed that it can be

taken on tour to exhibitions around the world'. The
museum space adjoining the bindery and bookshop of
George Bayntun now has a smaller craft bookbinding
display, the main area having been given over to a new
exhibition, 'Bath in Literature'. This features authors
who lived in or visited Bath, Charles Dickens and Jane
Austen in particular, but also Fielding, Gibbon,
Goldsmith, Dr Johnson and Pepys. There are first and
fine editions of their books, portraits, memorabilia, and
a reconstruction of Dickens's study at Gadshill Place.
Earliest Papers: 'Paper is thought to have been in-
vented in China some 200 years BC and certainly ex-
amples of paper discovered along with wooden tablets
carrying that date exist. The earliest examples were
made of silk floss or flax, but were of poor quality for
writing on and were mainly used for wrapping. The
invention of paper is usually accredited to Ts'ai Lun in
AD 105, who was at the time chief eunuch to the
Chinese Emperor and head of the Imperial Supply
Department. Ts'ai Lun was the first to organise the
production ofpaper on a large scale [made from beaten
hemp, rags, fishing nets and tree bark] and managed to
award himself the patents for doing so. China at this
time was already a bureaucratic society and as such
required documents and written records in abundance.
Therefore, a material lighter in weight and easier to
store and transport than existing wooden tablets and
silk cloth had to be developed... A development in 9th
century China was the use of bamboo as a fibre, an-
ticipating the use of wood pulp in 18th century
European papermaking. By the 10th century water-
marking and the use of paper for money and printing
were all in operation.' - From Which Paper? by Silvie
Turner, Design Press, New York, 1992, a 144 page
guide to choosing and using fine papers. Our copy form
Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 542.95.

NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS Continued
Roberta Johnstone, a librarian before taking up bind-
ing, is a founder member of the NSW Guild. Formerly
of Sydney, she now lives at Wentworth Falls in the Blue
Mountains, NSW.
June McNicol, a metallurgist teachingat the University
of Queensland, learned bookbinding at a Crafts Coun-
cil course in 1977 . She has been largely self taught since
then, but studied with Daphne Beaumont-Wright in
Britain for a short time. Now working on a semi-profes-
sional basis she concentrates on repairs and restora-
tion, but enjoys the challenges of fine binding. She has
been secretary of the Queensland Guild since its foun-
dation in 1977.
Bernard Middleton is the leading English authority on
bookbinding techniques and the restoration of leather
bindings. He studied at the Central school of Arts and
Crafts and was apprenticed to the British Museum
Bindery. For a time manager of Zaehnsdorf Ltd, he has
worked on his own as a book restorer since 1953. As a
teacher he has been generous in sharing a lifetime's
knowledge and experience. His publications include.4

History of English Craft BookbindingTechnique andThe
Restoration of Leather Bindings.
John Tonkin binds and teaches private students at his
workshop in Canberra. Trained in Ascona and Paris,
he specialises in designer binding. He has previously
written for Morocco Bound on backswell and sewing
thread.

For Sale
Blocking Press ex NSW Guild workshop.

Chase capacity 330 mm x 265 mm. 345 mm between
side posts. Table sizs 330 mm x 300 mm. Table
rises (rather than head descends). Bench mounted.
240 volt power. No furniture, but can arrange some
if desired. An old machine but good if you want
this capacity. $450 plus any uatingldelivery
expenses. Contact (evenings and weekends)
Michael Mathew, (02) 498 3522or Rowley Corbett
(02) 6st@7.
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